
FOR TRACTORS FROM 300 TO 400 HP WITH MAXIMUM WORKING DEPTH OF  
50 CM AND VARIABLE GEOMETRY CRUSHING CHAMBER.

The MTH is the top of the multipurpose machines line, 
used to grind rock slabs, crush stones, shred asphalt and 
stabilize soil, with a maximum working depth of 50 cm. 
A specially designed gear transmission allows the ro-
tor to work constantly at optimum speeds. The variable 
geometry crushing chamber is a leading-edge design 
solution to ensure optimum crushing results. The mobile 
rotor, which can be hydraulically adjusted from the trac-

tor cab, allows the volume of the crushing chamber to 
increase according to the working depth. Limited traction 
stress means reduced fuel consumption, increased ope-
rating speed and therefore, the ability to save time and 
operating costs. The HARDOX® counter knife and rear-
mounted grill system ensure that the final product is the 
correct size.

ABSOLUTE EXCELLENCE

MTH

PRECISION
The HARDOX® counter knife and rear-
mounted grill system ensure that the final 
product is the correct size.

TOUGH
WELDOX®  steel frame and guards in 
made of HARDOX® steel to ensure the 
utmost resistance to wear and tear. 

EFFICIENCY
The variable geometry crushing chamber, 
protected by HARDOX® covering, ensures 
excellent grinding results.

PRODUCTIVITY
Technological excellence meets maximum 
power to ensure superior performance.

• STONE CRUSHER
• ROCK GRINDER

• STABILIZER
• ASPHALT SHREDDER

ROTOR G/3 ROTOR R

MODEL
Tractor 

(min/
max)

PDF 
(rpm)

Working 
width 
(mm)

Total 
width 
(mm)

Weight 
(kg)

Working 
depth (mm)

No. teeth/type 
G/3 + STC/3/FP 

+ STC/FP

Working 
depth  (mm)

No. teeth/type  
R + R/HD + STC/3/

FP + STC/FP
Max. 1 Max. 2 Max. 1 Max. 2

MTH 200 300-400 1000 2080 2600 6900 350 500 104+4+4 340 500 138+24+6+6

MTH 225 300-400 1000 2320 2840 7200 350 500 116+4+4 340 500 160+24+6+6

Max.1: with rotor only    Max.2: maximum depth  
This information refers to the machine equipped as standard. The technical data in this catalogue may be altered without prior notice.


